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AbstractThe paper presents the idea to exploit the collaboration between unmanned VTOL drones and helicoptersto increase the situational awareness of helicopter employed in emergency, medical or search and rescuemissions. The need for this collaboration is initially presented in the introduction. Then, after performing areview of the current state of the art that indicates that no system of this type is currently under develop-ment, the principles of operation of such a system are expressed together with a first brief description ofpossible concepts of operation. Finally, some preliminary thought on two of the most relevant elements ofthis system, the drone and the control station are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Helicopter Emergency Medical Services (HEMS) andSearch and Rescue (SaR) helicopter operations aretypes of mission where often, if not always, time isthe most critical parameter. SaR operations com-pleted within the first hours after the call are thosethat have the highest possibility for survival [1, 2].A similar result could be inferred for HEMS oper-ation from this recent study developed in Poland[]rzonca2019helicopter, where the analysis a retro-spective analysis based on the medical records ofHEMS mission patients, showed an average critical-ity of NACA 4 (see [3] for a reference to the NACAseverity scale), that means that the patient has “in-juries or illnesses that may lead to a deterioration invital signs”. Additionally, “an improved odds of sur-vival [for patients transported through HEMS] hasbeen repeatedly demonstrated” [4].Nowadays, most of the low-altitude flight opera-tions by helicopters take place according to the Vi-sual Flight Rules (VFR), which require the presence of
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appropriate VMC (Visual Meteorological Conditions)[5, 6]. These conditions rule in particular the visi-bility and height of the cloud base, which thereforeconstitute essential information for the planning ofa mission by the pilots. In consideration of the factthat for HEMS flights are mission aimed at savingpeople who may be in danger of their lives, the reg-ulations prescribe slightly different minimums, thatseek a compromise between the additional risk thatone decides to run and the risks for the health ofone or more individuals involved in the rescue mis-sion [7]. In any case, the need to carry out mis-sions in VMC conditions severely limits the opera-tion of helicopters dedicated to missions like HEMSand SaR. A particularly critical risk for VMCmissions,considered as such by the pilots too, is Unintendedflight in IMC conditions (UIMC), often caused bythe rapid deterioration of weather conditions dur-ing the mission. The evaluation of the feasibility ofthe mission is made by the pilot-in-command (PIC)for the mission on the basis of the weather reportsavailable, the analysis of the weather situation atthe departure base combined with the experienceand knowledge of the characteristics of the missionarea, which can be used to correlate the weatherconditions in the departure station with those ofthe site of operations. This incomplete knowledgemay be a major cause, that leads to UIMC. In turn,UIMC together with the Low ALTitude operations(LALT), and the LossOf Control In flight (LOC-I), oftencorrelated with the first two, are considered by USFederal Aviation Administration FAA the three ma-jor causes of rotorcraft accidents [8]. Furthermore,the European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA),
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in the Annual safety reviewof 2019 [9], reported thatfor the “Helicopter Commercial Operations - Otherthan offshore” class collisions (with the ground, inflight, with obstacles, etc.) is an important cause ofaccidents, and identified among the elements thatsignificantly contribute to this type of accident, fac-tors such as lack of situation awareness, failure toidentify the obstacles, flight in an environment withdegraded visibility (that includes UIMC), or inade-quatemission planning. Sometimes, incorrect infor-mation may give a false sense of security. On 29January 2019 a Bell 407 operated by Survival Flight,a US air ambulance, suffered a serious accident .The analysis of the National Transportation SafetyBoard (NTSB) identified as the main cause an inade-quate safety management, which led the pilot to flyin UIMC conditions [10]. The incorrect informationprovided by the weather map service used by thehelicopter ambulance service operator, which didnot provide low-altitude weather radar measure-ments, was identified as important factor. However,the installation ofmoreweather radar in the remotesites that could be the site of HEMS or SaR opera-tions is not feasible. So a different approach shouldbe sought to provide better HEMS and SaR services.A significant eduction of risks may be obtainedthrough a more extensive introduction of Point-in-Space routes [11]. However, the cost of definitionand certification of these routes represents an hur-dle to the extensive application. An idea of the ofdevelopment and certification effort of PinS routescould be inferred from [12]. Additionally, given theintrinsic nature of emergency mission, not all ap-proach routes necessary for a safe mission could becovered by a PinS route.So, to improve safety it is necessary to providemore accurate information about the status on thetheatre of operations, keeping always in mind thatthis information has to be provided in a timely butflexible manner. The solution proposed here in thispaper is based on the development of a drone, theScout Drone, which, when properly instrumented,can provide essential information for carrying outmissions. The drone brought in the operative areaby support vehicles, or in some cases launched di-rectly from the rotorcraft, can collect informationto be provided to the HEMS mission crew to in-crease the situation awareness, and so achieve a po-tential reduction of mission time, together with animportant increase of flight safety. Once released,the drone constitutes a real additional "eye" and/or"arm" that can be used by the crew to complete themission. The scout drone however can be also seeas a facilitator to reduce the effort and cost of de-velopment and certification of PinS routes [12].The operative mission proposed for the Scout

Drone are the following:
1. Detection of weather or environmental con-ditions on the area subject to helicopter res-cue operations, or on any other area on whichthe crew needs to know in advance of the he-licopter’s arrival relevant information for thecompletion of the mission.
2. Detection and verification of all the elementsthat may constitute a danger to flight safetyalong a route designed to become a PinS route,to allow a more rapid and economical verifi-cation and certification of the route itself. Thedata that will be acquiredwill relate to the pres-ence and reliability (accuracy, integrity, avail-ability and continuity) of the GNSS signals, andthose relating to the presence of obstaclesalong the path.
The rest of the paper will be dedicated to a de-scription of the the proposed system, detailing theconcepts of operations (CONOPS) that have beenenvisaged together with the main elements of thesystem.

2. REVIEWOF THE EMPLOYMENTOF DRONES IN
EMERGENCY MISSIONS

The idea of using remote and automated technolo-gies to increase the capabilities of individual oper-ations and enabling new capacity of system is notnew. However, drones seems to have a great tech-nological and economical potential given the rela-tive low cost at which they can provide new datato make decision and manage operations more ef-fectively, included the easy implementation of on-demand operations [13].The usage of drones ranges from hobbies andrecreation, to logistics (Amazon Air Prime [14]), agri-culture, surveillance and construction. However it isthe sector of emergency, search and rescue wherethe potential of drones promises to revolutionizecritical applications. Of course, the potential disrup-tion brings with it issues and problems that have tobe managed like security, privacy and acceptance.However, it can be expected that the usage for pub-lic emergency missions can help the acceptance bythe general public. Consequently, it is quite frequentto find publications that discuss ideas and experi-mentations related to emergencies support, e. g. us-age in SaRmissions during forest fires [15], possibleemployment for migration flowmonitoring and SaR[16], disaster relief [17], or medical product trans-port [18].Readingmany of these papers it results clear thatoften the maximum potential in SaR missions can
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be reached when the Manned-UnManned-Teaming(MUM-T) is exploited, i.e. the capacity to manage incoordinated manner a team of heterogeneous ve-hicles though a coordinating station. In [19] a set ofUAVs talk together to search missing people, shar-ing information and taking decisions in a distributedway. In [20] it is presented a similar teaming trialfor post-disaster relief situations. [15] focus on tri-als in situations like forest fires, searching of miss-ing people, transportation of first aid equipmentor check air quality and gases, where several un-manned vehicles were teaming “to communicateand share recorded information and data, such asimages, videos, chemical data, among different in-terested parties or organizations, and at differentcommand levels (strategic, tactical, operational)”.Ref. [21] present the concept for a heterogeneousunmanned team designed for autonomous persis-tent inspection of offshore wind turbines. Other ap-plications related to the future smart cities and thenecessity to enhance radio communications, inter-net of things and public safety are reported in [22],while [23] reports the on-site experience of usingUAVs gained during 2013 Lushan earthquake.However, the literature review revealed that theMUM-T in SaR applications is mainly related to in-teraction with ground vehicles or control stations,while very little literature is available on MUM-T be-tweenmanned and unmanned aerial vehicles. A no-table exception is the paper [24], where a classifica-tion is proposed depending on the Level of Interop-erability (LoI), composed by 6 levels:
• Level 1 – Receipt of information from the un-manned platform via its ground control ele-ment;
• Level 2 – Direct receipt of information from aUAV to a manned helicopter (via remote termi-nal);
• Level 3 – Manned platform directly controls thepayload of the UAV directly;
• Level 4 – Manned platform controls the air-borne platform & payload, except recovery;
• Level 5 – All functions supported in Level 4 plusthe ability to take off and recovery of the UAV;
• Level-X – Refers to the evolving capability ofa single manned platform to control multipleUAVs.

Ref. [24] presents several CONOPS that include clas-sical SaR and emergency missions and several mili-tary application of MUM-T. However, non of them is

related to support to HEMS missions. So, in conclu-sion the proposal of a Scout Drone system, while be-ing part of the well assessed field of usage of dronesto support SaR andmonitoringmissions, introducesan innovative way to exploit the MUM-T to increasethe effectiveness of HEMSmission. Consequently, itcomes the necessity to define specific CONOPS thatcan support the development of the concept.
3. REQUISITES IF THE SCOUT DRONE MANNED-

UNMANNED TEAMING SOLUTION

To increment the situation awareness of the crewemployed in a HEMS mission it is here proposed todevelop a solution that is based on a drone exploit-ing the MUM-T approach. The Scout Drone (SD) isa drone equipped with sensors that can allow thecrew to evaluate in advance the practicability of por-tions of the planned route. The help of the SD couldbe particularly useful during the final portions of themission, composed by the approach and landing tothe intervention location. However, there could beother portion of mission where the crew may bein need of acquiring further information about theenvironment that cannot be inferred using the sys-tems available on the aircraft.When unexpected ob-stacles or meteorological conditions are met the SDcould be deployed to identify the existence of pos-sible alternative paths to achieve the mission objec-tive. For this reasons the SD should be designed sothat it can be deployed from the helicopter, similarlyto what has been proposed and realized by AIRBUSin [24]. The Scout Drone will be equipped with in-strumentation capable of verifying, along the por-tion of the route on which it will be used:
• visibility
• theweather conditions in the final stages of theapproach,
• the presence of obstacles along the expectedtrajectory.

Thanks to the transmission of video and infraredimages of the site to be reached, the SD can sig-nificantly increase the situational awareness of thecrew of the site to be reached, with the particularadvantage of having the ability to provide informa-tion and measurements on the site taken only fewminutes before the passage of the helicopter. Ofcourse, in the most simple solution the SD couldbe deployed from ground support vehicles or sta-tions (see 1) can fly taking care of sending infor-mation on the approach route to the interventionsite planned while operated by a trained memberof the ground crew vehicle or by the mission crew
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Figure 1: Mission strategy 1 of a MUM-T composedby the helicopter, the SD and a deploying ground ve-hicle.

on the helicopter, realizing a MUM-T with a LoI oflevel 2 or 3 in some cases. This solution, however,could limit the applicability of what is proposed tocases in which the intervention area is easily acces-sible by a vehicle equipped with the SD and the stafftrained to release it. This, in turn, would require thecreation of a widely distributed network of vehiclesand crews trained in the use of the drone, with lo-gistical complications and high management costs.Alternatively, it is proposed to transport the droneon board the helicopter and, if necessary, to releaseit near the intervention area to help plan the finalapproach and landing phase. The drone, cold be re-leased by means of the winch at a distance suffi-cient not to constitute a problem to the drone flightperformance and or a danger for the helicopter it-self. This type of release of a quad-rotor VTOL dronehas been already proposed and tested in Ref. [24].In this case the drone would travel an ad hoc pre-planned approach and landing route, under the su-pervision of an operator on board of the helicopter.During the flight the drone will send the followinginformation, by means of a dedicated datalink thatconnects a control interface brought on board thehelicopter with the drone:
• identification of unexpected obstacle or othertraffic along the route;
• any reduction of visibility that can endanger theflight of the helicopter;
• any presence of weather conditions that couldbe endanger flight;
• a video of the identified landing spot to identifyany possible risk;
• a verification of the reliability of the GNSS andEGNOS signals.

Once the reconnaissance of the route is completed,the scout drone would land in a planned landingarea, to be then recovered by the crew, if possi-ble, or by another vehicle at a later time, in case

the mission is aborted. De facto, the drone couldbe able to validate a sort of real time tracking of aPinS based on the performance of the specific air-craft that is conducting the mission, verifying in realtime that the identified route can be travelled bythe helicopter following current regulations, avoid-ing entering in UIMC conditions and increasing thecrew’s situational awareness especially with regardthe presence of disturbance and the presence of un-expected obstacles. A real time tracking of a PinSroute it is not something that is in any form allowedby the current rules [11], however we think a re-search in this directionmay be useful to understandthe feasibility of an approach of this type.In case of identification of elements that precludethe possibility of navigating the route safely, thedrone could either return to the ground, while thecrew aborts the mission, or try to follow alternativeroutes re-planned in real time by the crew, until re-sources are exhausted. At this stage the possibilityto recover the drone from helicopter (as done in[24]), has not been considered, since it may intro-duce an unnecessary complexity. Before take-off,the drone could then be launched again, possibly af-ter replacing the batteries, to support the trackingand verification of the take-off course, should thechange of weather conditions require it.The information acquired by the drone would bedisplayed in the cabin through an interface thatwould integrate: the planned route, including theapproach path to the intervention site, and avail-able both as a horizontal profile and as an eleva-tion profile, the information acquired from externaldatabases in relation to maps territorial, meteoro-logical maps, and the information acquired by theSD.To perform the describedmissions the SD shouldbe developed according to the following require-ments:
• ability to carry out missions from an altitude of450 m (1500 ft) above the ground and 3000 m(10000 ft) above sea level;
• ability to reach cruising speeds at least of theorder of 13-18 m/s (25-35 knots);
• possibility of detecting the presence of obsta-cles at a distance of 500 m (0.3 nm) around itsposition, while travelling a trajectory at cruisingspeed;
• ability to travel, in automatic guided configu-ration, a flight path of 5 nm in length (whichwould therefore be flown in an average time of10 minutes);
• endurance of at least 20 minutes;
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• small dimensions and weights of less than 10kg, such as to be easily stowed and launchedfrom the helicopter;
• ability to fly in windy conditions up to a maxi-mum speed of 15 m/s.

Given the type of task described there seems to beno need to have fully autonomous drone. In fact,while autonomous drones are in principle conceiv-able, the analysis of the data collected during themissions still require a human intervention to betransformed in pieces of information useful for thehelicopter. These requirements represent a com-promise that allows the SD to be built using amulti-rotor configuration, given its simplicity and ro-bustness. Wider requirements, in terms of maxi-mum achievable flight speed, endurance and range,would be achievable, only by increasing significantlythe complexity and consequently the costs. Futureexpansions towards more performing drones arepossible if the concept is proved successful. It wouldeven be conceivable in the future a system in whichto select the drone from a family, according to themission it will have to support. The aforementioneddrone and the related operation should fall withinthe scope of current EASA legislation [25]. The datadetected by the drone and transmitted to the heli-copter, once recorded and archived by the controlstation, should be available for the debriefing of themission, and allow to acquire a database of infor-mation and experience that can be collected, cat-alogued, and used in followed for the continuoustraining of the crews.Using the requisites defined in the previous sec-tion it has been possible to define three Conceptsof Operations (CONOPS). The CONOPS are the de-scription of how a set of capabilities can be used toachieve a goal.
CONOP1: SD launched and guided by a sup-

port ground vehicle. A ground vehicle reaches thearea of intervention. The drone is released from theground vehicle and perform a reconnaissance mis-sion collecting data. the data are transferred to thecontrol station and from there to the HEMS missioncrew that can then analyze the data and take in-formed decision on the mission to be performed.A geofencing is implemented to define an airspacewhere the drone employed in a HEMS or SaR mis-sion is free to move without creating a danger forother flying vehicles.
CONOP2: SD launched from the ground ve-

hicle but guided from the helicopter crew. Aground vehicle reaches the area of intervention. Incase uncertainties on the status of the area of in-tervention arise, the HEMS mission crew launches

and guides the drone to explore the are of interven-tion and to clear the approach path to be followedby the helicopter. The availability of the all informa-tion in real time by the helicopter can increase sig-nificantly the situational awareness. in this case toothe geofencing is implemented too. Additionally, thedrone is groundedwhen the helicopter is entering inthe area of intervention.
CONOP3: SD launched and controlled by the

helicopter crew. In this case the drone is trans-ported on board the helicopter and is deployedwhenever the crew thinks additional informationare necessary to complete safely the mission. Thedrone is released using the winch, bringing it to adistance where is not significantly affected by thedownwash of the helicopter main rotor and thendetached. To allow to safely operate the helicopterand the drone in the same airspace, as suggestedby Ref. [24], an additional movable fencing systemis enforced to protect the helicopter from the riskof collision with the drone. This sytem will define ar-eas around the helicopter position in which the tra-jecotry of the drone is not allowed to penetrate.
4. PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF THE DRONE

To be able to carry out themission for which it is de-signed, the drone must carry on board a set of sen-sors that collect information from different sourcesand domains: e.g., weather data, images in the visi-ble and infrared domain, distance from surround-ing obstacles. This in turn allow the drone opera-tor on board the helicopter to acquire awareness ofthe surrounding, to support the helicopter pilot inmaking decisions about how (and whether) to con-tinue the mission. The sensors should have a re-duced weight and footprint, so that they can be eas-ily integrated on board the drone and in turn keepthe ability to carry payloads and ultimately the foot-print and weight of the drone reduced.To keep costs low, sensors available on the mar-ket (COTS components) were chosen. Specifically,the following suite of sensors was chosen:
• a LIDAR with a range of 120m to detect thepresence of obstacles around the drone.
• one or more cameras that record the view ofthe drone in the front and side directions.
• an infrared camera mounted on board to sup-port the flight in poor or night vision conditions.
• an anemometer tomeasurewind speed anddi-rection
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• weather sensors (barometer, thermometer,hygrometer) to complete the suite of sensorsthat provide measurements of meteorologicaland environmental quantities.
• GNSS instrumentation capable of providing allinformation regarding the number of satellitesin sight, minimum number of satellites, aver-age PDOP, maximum observed HDOP. In caseof presence of EGNOS signal the VPL and HPLand the observed maximum VDOP should berecorded.
• an antenna to transmit data from the drone tothe operator.

While the cameras in the visible domain representthe classic payload traditionally carried on boarddrones, LIDARs and IR cameras represent more so-phisticated tools, which can be integrated on boardthe drone to increase the ability to perceive the sur-rounding environment. and collect data in differentdomains.Similarly, the components that make up thedrone will be chosen from COTS components avail-able on themarket. The variety of components avail-able on themarket allows the development of an adhoc solution tailored and optimized for the require-ments of the specific mission scenario taken intoconsideration, while at the same time keeping com-ponent costs low. The drone footprint requirementis crucial tomake SD depoyable from the helicopter.This in turn, imposes the use of a multi-rotor con-figuration, possibly with foldable arms and / or pro-pellers, in order to minimize the footprint. The useof different drone configurations (for example, thefixed-wing configuration) would involvemuch largerdimensions that are not compatible with the appli-cation scenario taken into consideration.As for the software, open source solutions arecurrently being considered. In particular, the useof open source software represents a winning ap-proach in the development of drone solutions, ason the one hand it allows you to reuse a code andknowledge base shared and widely tested by thecommunity, and on the other it allows you to easilyintegrate third party components in the drone sys-tem; this last aspect is particularly important in thecontext of this project, given the variety of sensorstaken into consideration.
5. THE GROUND STATION

The acceptability of the system is largely based onthe level of interaction of the SD operator throughthe system itself. The UX/UI plays a very importantrole in the success of the system and its usability.

The control station has the main objective of allow-ing a quick and safe decision-making regarding thecontinuation of the mission by the helicopter. Thisrequires the operator to view the information de-tected by the SD effectively with a detailed connec-tion with the waypoints established on flight planto be performed. The information that is mainlycollected relates to weather conditions, GPS signalquality, obstacles that can compromise or make itdangerous to reach the target. The following waysof representing information can be defined:
• Contextualize information on the posi-tion/route of the elements in flight (helicopter,drone), by superimposing the information on ageo-referenced map. The visualization shouldfocus on the flight area covered by the drone,possibly optimizing the scale factor to improvethe visualization.
• Introduce warning/alert mechanisms to proac-tively indicate the presence of particularly crit-ical situations, e.g. particularly critical weatherconditions, no GPS signal, obstacle on the path,etc. The warning/alert indications should becommensurate with the severity of the situa-tion, for example warning in case of poor GPSsignal, alert in case of absence.
• Operator interaction should be guided by avail-able information, e.g. if images detected by theSD are available, their presence is notified, theoperator can decide to use them or not.
• A synthesis of the amount of information avail-able on the map should be performed to avoidcreating confusion in the representation of thescenario captured by the drone. e.g. define vi-sualization layers to enrich the information onrequest: weather layer with visualization ofme-teorological data on themap, GPS layer with in-dication of the degree of coverage and signalquality on the route, altimetric layer with indi-cation of the altitude profile of the route etc.

The control station bases the display of informationon three different types of content depending onthe operational phase:
• Planning: defines the route that the SD willhave to follow, including the possible exit pointin case of failure. It must be possible to de-fine the route to follow starting from thelaunch point in terms of waypoints (positionand height) that indicate how to reach the tar-get (target zone). Based on the altitude profile,it will be possible to view the heights that thedefined route intercepts. In the case of "search
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and rescue" missions, it will be possible to usepredefined search paths above the identifiedarea. Since the mission may vary over time,as the helicopter approaches the drone launcharea, the previously defined plan may undergochanges. The planning phase can therefore beconducted both in advance, before the start ofthe flight, and during the flight by the operatorin charge. The planning requires the availabil-ity of maps relating to the overflight zone. Thecontrol station must therefore be previouslyconfigured by loading the cartographic and ele-vation data necessary to carry out the planning.
• Monitoring: coincides with the flight phase ofthe drone. Near the launch, the monitoringphase is carried out in which: a) initially, thedrone’s operational status, connectivity andmission availability are checked; b) followingthe launch, during the flight, information is con-tinuously transmitted to the control station, theoperating status (autonomy, connectivity, ...),flight data (position, height, speed, ...), appli-cation data (GPS quality, weather conditions,obstacles ...), multimedia data (images, videostreaming ...). The data received, being quiteheterogeneous, will be represented accord-ing to the type with appropriate formalismsand symbols (mainly following the aeronauticalrules).
• Decision support: tomeet the primary purposeof using the drone, the information receivedfrom the drone will be analysed to calculatea risk index on the execution of the missionby the helicopter. The information detected bythe drone will also be available to support de-cisionmaking: images, reconstruction of obsta-cles, GPS coverage, weather data.

Despite the distinction in three different modes ofrepresentation, the display of the flight conditionsof the drone will always be active, i.e. it will alwaysbe possible for the operator to switch from one dis-play to another without losing supervision on howthe drone is operating. The signals detected by thedrone (e.g. obstacle) will always be active, allowingthe operator to intervene quickly and effectively fol-lowing any event that could compromise the mis-sion.
6. CONCLUSIONS

The paper presented a solution to develop a sys-tem for manned-unmanned teaming system to im-prove the possibilities to accomplish the HEMS and

SaRmissions without compromising safety. The sys-tem is based on the development of a VTOL dronethat could be deployed either by ground support ve-hicles or by directly by the helicopter through theusage of the winch. The drone works as a deploy-able set of sensors that can increase the situationalawareness of the crew that is performing the mis-sion, allowing to investigate several aspects of thearea that will be interested by the helicopter in ad-vance a with a reduced risk. The system has the po-tential to solve one of the most crucial issue that af-fect VTOL flight: the flight close to ground and obsta-cles that is themost dangerous flight phase but alsothe one where the value of VTOL transport vehiclesis really at its maximum. The presented approachhas the potential to allow rotorcraft flight safety tomake a gigantic step forward, allowing to increasethe situational awareness during the phases of themission that are performed at low altitude close tothe ground. The project presented, has been spon-sored by the Regione Sardegna, and it is currentlyin the phase of developing and testing of the firstprototypes of both the Scout Drone and the controlstation. If this prototypical phase will be successful,the project will proceed to the implementation andtesting of the integrated system.
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